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INTRODUCTION:
For most of us our first introduction to Kitty Fisher was during our childhood
by hearing and learning the nursery rhyme “Lucy Locket”
Lucy Locket lost her pocket,
Kitty Fisher found it;
Not a penny was there in it,
Only ribbon round it.
Our next introduction came via the hobby of lace making, though some
historians amongst us may have heard about her from their reading or
studies. For us it is the “famous” Kitty Fisher bead.
Here is a picture of one.

Thomas Wright (Romance of the Lace Pillow (p 135)) recalls that one of the
largest bottom beads made was called “Kitty Fisher’s Eyes”, a reference to
the beautiful 18th century actress.

SOME BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS.
Born Catherine Marie Fischer, she was originally a milliner, whom
Lieutenant-General (then Ensign) Anthony George Martin (d. 1800)
reportedly introduced to the London high life. There is little doubt that the
title “courtesan” could accurately describe her at this stage of her life.
She was clearly a fashionable young lady, her hats were highly sought after
and when she managed to come into money, her fashion sense and dresses
were the envy of London society.
With a flair for publicity, she became best known for her high-profile affairs
with men of wealth. Her appearance and dress were scrutinized and copied,
scurrilous broadsheets and satires upon her were printed and circulated.
At that time fashionable painters loved to have beautiful ladies pose for
them. Sometimes a few of them in a “still life” pose of beauty. Kitty Fisher
was among those sought after and her portrait by Reynolds as Cleopatra
Dissolving the Pearl was engraved.

This is Kitty Fisher and the Parrot by Joshua Reynolds

RIVALRY.
She was not without her rivals and indeed her detractors,
In 1763, Giovanni Casanova (Mmm “the” Casanova!) met Fisher and wrote:
... The illustrious Kitty Fisher, who was just beginning to be fashionable. She
was magnificently dressed, and it is no exaggeration to say that she had on
diamonds worth five hundred thousand francs. Goudar told me that if I liked
I might have her then and there for ten guineas. I did not care to do so,
however, for, though charming, she could only speak English, and I liked to
have all my senses, including that of hearing, gratified. When she had gone,
Mrs. Wells told us that Kitty had eaten a bank-note for a thousand guineas,
on a slice of bread and butter, that very day. The note was a present from
Sir Akins, brother of the fair Mrs. Pitt. I do not know whether the bank
thanked Kitty for the present she had made it.
Giustiniana Wynne visiting London at the time wrote:
"The other day they ran into each other in the park and Lady Coventry asked
Kitty the name of the dressmaker who had made her dress. Kitty Fisher
answered she had better ask Lord Coventry as he had given her the dress as
a gift." The altercation continued with Lady Coventry calling her an
impertinent woman, and Kitty replying that she would have to accept this
insult because Maria became her 'social superior' on marrying Lord Coventry,
but she was going to marry a Lord herself just to be able to answer back.
Giustiniana also wrote that
"She lives in the greatest possible splendor, spends twelve thousand pounds
a year, and she is the first of her social class to employ liveried servants she even has liveried chaise porters."
For all of her success and acceptance into London society it was clearly her
eyes that fascinated both the men and the women. In general talk they
certainly saw how pretty and fashionable she was but they all agreed that
her eyes were the most attractive part of her.
It then, would be no surprise that people wanted to take commercial
advantage of her and glass bead makers were no different from others, so
they created the “Kitty Fisher” bead. Well, that is possibly not correct as it
seems that bead may well have been produced before her time, but the lace
girls, hearing all the gossip from London wanted a “bit of her” and possibly
named this large and pretty bead after her.

THE BEAD.
It comes in all sorts of configurations each with differing interpretations of
what they stand for. The traditional bead has blue and red “eyes” within a
white circle. The blue I would believe were her true eyes, but there are
some (nasty?) people who say the red was her bloodshot eyes!

The is one of the “Black”: Kitty Fisher Beads
Really this black bead and the one that follows have nothing to do with Kitty
Fisher. The design of Black and blue beads on a white back ground was a
popular bead especially for trading in the colonies.

Here is another version of the black Kitty Fisher bead.

Christine and David Springett in her booklet Spangles and Superstitions tells
us that Kitty had “grayish blue eyes” and that the spots on the beads are
“reminiscent of the sprigged muslin dress which Kitty Fisher wore”.
The folklore of the bead is part of the group which is reputedly the “evil eye”
beads, or to be more correct, the ownership of such “eye” beads gave you
protection from “the evil eye”! I would guess that these associations were
born of the West African bead trade and the superstitions that existed there.
Christine and David make a valid story about the lace makers wanting the
bead to ward off the eagle eye of the lace dealer so that he would not notice
one of her mistakes!

THE NURSERY RHYME:
The rhyme was first recorded by James Orchard Halliwell in 1842, but there
is evidence that it was popular in Britain and America at least in the early
nineteenth century.
Various persons have been identified with Lucy Locket and Kitty Fisher.
Halliwell suggested that they were 'two celebrated courtesans of the time of
Charles II', but no supportive evidence has been found. The name Lucy
Locket was used by John Gay in Beggar's Opera (1728), but may have
already have been proverbial. Kitty Fisher may have been Catherine Marie
Fischer (d. 1767) a British courtesan who was the subject of three unfinished
portraits by Joshua Reynolds and a number of songs, including an air
recorded in Thompson's Country Dances (1760). (Wikipedia)
Opie in the Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes embellishes a little on the
above but comes to the same conclusion. He records that it was known in a
Hampshire girl’s school about 1800 and that the lines in the rhyme appeared
in many different verses over the year, all sung to the tune of Yankee
Doodle Dandy”.

CONCLUSION.
Well Kitty Fisher, Milliner, Courtesan, Actress, Beauty and Lady of London
Society, certainly existed. She had a great skill in what we would nowadays
call public relations. That her name is associated with pretty things, that she
was probably talked about by the young lace making girls as the information
filtered up from London, would seem to me to ring true. Then the bead, the
rhyme and the “evil eye” fits well with me.
I just think it is a great story, and we can choose what we want to believe.
As for me I am a romantic and would love to believe that the girls wanted to
have “something” Kitty Fisher as the reality was not in their grasp and the
added strength of the warding off of the “evil eye” of the lace dealers just
“has” to be true 

Cleopatra Dissolving the Pearl by Joshua Reynolds.
Kitty Fisher was the model.

Please scroll to the next page for a Newspaper Article. (The last word in the
article is “that”…. Sorry.

